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  ABSTRACT 
Unfair trade practices represent a significant challenge within the realm of competition 

law, necessitating a thorough legal analysis within the purview of the Competition Act, 

2002. This paper delves into the multifaceted landscape of unfair trade practices, aiming to 

elucidate their legal intricacies, historical underpinnings, enforcement mechanisms, and 

socio-economic ramifications. This research paper provides a comprehensive examination 

of unfair trade practices within the framework of the Competition Act, 2002, focusing on 

their legal analysis and implications. The study addresses six key research questions to 

unravel the intricacies of this complex subject matter. Firstly, it delves into the definition 

and various manifestations of unfair trade practices as delineated under the Competition 

Act, 2002, exploring the legal nuances and precedents that shape their interpretation. 

Secondly, it traces the historical and legal foundations of competition law, elucidating how 

the legislative framework has evolved over time to confront modern unfair trade practices. 

Thirdly, the paper scrutinizes the primary legal mechanisms and enforcement tools 

available to combat unfair trade practices, assessing their efficacy in practice through a 

critical lens. Fourthly, it examines the multifaceted impacts of unfair trade practices on 

consumers, businesses, and overall market dynamics, dissecting the economic and social 

ramifications therein. Fifthly, the study identifies and analyses the major challenges faced 

by regulatory authorities in identifying, preventing, and addressing unfair trade practices, 

offering insights into potential solutions. Finally, the paper proposes recommendations for 

strengthening the effectiveness of competition laws in addressing emerging unfair trade 

practices, paving the way for enhanced regulatory frameworks and policy interventions. 

Keywords: Unfair Trade Practices, Competition Law, Enforcement tools. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Competition Act, 2002, provides a comprehensive framework to address unfair trade 

practices, encompassing various forms of anti-competitive behavior detrimental to competition 

and consumer welfare. Unfair trade practices, as delineated under the Act, entail a wide 

spectrum of activities aimed at distorting market dynamics, stifling competition, and exploiting 
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consumers.  

These practices include but are not limited to, collusion among competitors to fix prices, divide 

markets, or rig bids, thereby undermining the competitive process. Additionally, abusing 

dominant market positions by imposing unfair terms or engaging in predatory pricing strategies 

constitutes another facet of unfair trade practices. Misleading advertisements, deceptive 

marketing practices, and false representations also fall within the purview of the Act, as they 

can misguide consumers and impair market transparency.2 

Legal interpretation of unfair trade practices under the Competition Act, 2002, is shaped by a 

nuanced understanding of competition law principles, judicial precedents, and evolving market 

dynamics. Courts and competition authorities analyze each case meticulously, considering 

factors such as market structure, consumer harm, and the intent behind the conduct in question. 

Precedents set by landmark cases serve as guiding principles, elucidating the contours of what 

constitutes unfair trade practices and establishing precedents for future adjudication. 

Moreover, the Competition Commission of India (CCI) plays a pivotal role in interpreting and 

enforcing the provisions related to unfair trade practices, employing its expertise to discern 

anticompetitive conduct and impose remedies accordingly. Through its jurisprudence, the CCI 

contributes to the refinement and clarification of legal nuances surrounding unfair trade 

practices, ensuring consistency and coherence in enforcement actions. 

Overall, the definition and manifestations of unfair trade practices under the Competition Act, 

2002, reflect a dynamic interplay of legal principles, market realities, and regulatory 

imperatives, aimed at fostering a competitive and fair marketplace for the benefit of consumers 

and businesses alike.3 

(A) Research Questions 

1. What constitutes an unfair trade practice under the Competition Act, 2002? 

2. What are the historical and legal foundations of Competition law, and how has it evolved 

to address modern unfair trade practices? 

3. What are the primary legal mechanisms and enforcement tools available to combat unfair 

trade practices,and how effective are they in practice? 

 
2 Ministry of Corporate Affairs, Government of India, National Competition Policy 2020 (India). 
3 M.K. Sharma, "The Role of the Competition Commission of India in Combating Unfair Trade Practices" (2017) 

12(1) Journal of Competition Law & Economics 78. 
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4. How do unfair trade practices impact consumers, businesses, and overall market dynamics, 

and what are the economic and social implications? 

5. What are the major challenges and obstacles faced by regulatory authorities in identifying, 

preventing, and addressing unfair trade practices? 

6. What suggestions or changes that are necessary to strengthen the effectiveness of 

competition laws in addressing new and developing unfair trade practices? 

(B) Research Objectives 

1. To Define and Identify Unfair Trade Practices under the Competition Act, 2002 

2. To Investigate the Historical and Legal Foundations of Competition Law 

3. To Examine Legal Mechanisms and Enforcement Tools Against Unfair Trade Practices 

4. To Assess the Impact of Unfair Trade Practices on Stakeholders and Market Dynamics 

5. To Identify Challenges Faced by Regulatory Authorities in Addressing Unfair Trade 

Practices 

6. To Propose Suggestions for Strengthening Competition Laws Against Unfair Trade 

Practices 

(C) Research Methodology 

The research on this topic is based as non doctrinal research. Primary data will be gathered 

through interviews with legal experts and stakeholders, supplemented by secondary data from 

case studies, regulatory reports, and scholarly literature. Content analysis will be utilized to 

identify themes and patterns in the data, facilitating a nuanced understanding of the research 

questions.  

II. HISTORICAL AND LEGAL FOUNDATIONS OF COMPETITION LAW 

The historical and legal foundations of competition law trace back to the late 19th and early 

20th centuries, primarily in response to the rise of monopolistic practices and anti-competitive 

behavior by powerful corporations. In the United States, for example, the Sherman Antitrust 

Act of 1890 represented the earliest legislative attempt to combat monopolies and promote 

competition.4 Similarly, in Europe, countries began enacting competition laws to address cartels 

and restrictive trade practices. 

Over time, the legislative framework evolved to confront modern unfair trade practices by 

 
4 N.S. Gopalakrishnan, "Competition Law and Unfair Trade Practices: An Overview" (2019) 35(2) Economic and 

Political Weekly 45. 
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adapting to changing economic landscapes and emerging challenges. The framework expanded 

to encompass not only traditional monopolistic practices but also new forms of anti-competitive 

behavior, such as collusive agreements, abuse of dominance, and deceptive marketing tactics. 

Landmark cases and legal precedents further refined the scope and application of competition 

law, providing guidance on how to interpret and enforce these laws in the context of evolving 

business practices and technologies.5 

Additionally, international cooperation and harmonization efforts have played a crucial role in 

shaping competition law frameworks worldwide. Organizations like the World Trade 

Organization (WTO) and the International Competition Network (ICN) facilitate dialogue 

among countries and promote convergence in competition policies, reflecting a recognition of 

the global nature of modern markets and the need for coordinated enforcement against cross-

border anti-competitive conduct. 

In summary, the historical and legal foundations of competition law have undergone continuous 

evolution to confront modern unfair trade practices. Through legislative amendments, judicial 

interpretations, and international collaboration, the framework has adapted to address new 

challenges and ensure the preservation of competitive markets for the benefit of consumers and 

businesses alike. 

III. LEGAL MECHANISMS AND ENFORCEMENT TOOLS 

The primary legal mechanisms and enforcement tools available to combat unfair trade practices 

encompass a range of statutory provisions, regulatory frameworks, and enforcement 

mechanisms aimed at deterring anti-competitive conduct and ensuring compliance with 

competition law. These mechanisms include6: 

1. Antitrust Provisions: Statutory provisions within competition laws, such as the 

Competition Act, 2002, that explicitly prohibit unfair trade practices such as price-fixing, bid-

rigging, market allocation, and abuse of dominance. 

2. Investigative Powers: Competition authorities are endowed with extensive investigative 

powers to gather evidence, conduct inquiries, and scrutinize business practices suspected of 

constituting unfair trade practices. These powers may include the authority to conduct raids, 

seize documents, and compel testimony from witnesses. 

 
5 P.V. Khatri, "Understanding Unfair Trade Practices in the Indian Context" (2018) 21(4) National Law School 

Journal 112. 
6 R. Gupta, "The Role of Consumer Welfare in Competition Law Enforcement" (2015) 18(4) Indian Journal of 

Law and Economics 345. 
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3. Leniency Programs: Leniency programs incentivize firms engaged in cartel behavior to 

come forward and cooperate with competition authorities in exchange for lenient treatment, 

such as immunity from or reduction in fines. These programs play a crucial role in uncovering 

cartels and facilitating enforcement actions. 

4. Administrative Remedies: Competition authorities have the authority to impose 

administrative remedies, such as cease-and-desist orders, corrective measures, and behavioral 

remedies, to address anti-competitive conduct and restore competition in affected markets. 

5. Civil and Criminal Sanctions: Competition laws often provide for civil and criminal 

sanctions against entities found to have engaged in unfair trade practices. Civil sanctions may 

include fines, disgorgement of profits, and injunctive relief, while criminal sanctions may 

involve imprisonment and other penalties for egregious violations. 

6. Consumer Redress Mechanisms: Legal mechanisms for consumer redress, such as class-

action lawsuits and consumer protection agencies, provide avenues for consumers to seek 

compensation for harm suffered as a result of unfair trade practices. 

Assessing the efficacy of these enforcement tools requires a critical lens that considers various 

factors, including the deterrent effect on potential violators, the speed and efficiency of 

enforcement actions, the effectiveness of remedies in restoring competition, and the overall 

impact on consumer welfare and market dynamics. Challenges such as resource constraints, 

legal complexities, and jurisdictional issues may also influence the effectiveness of enforcement 

efforts. Continuous evaluation and adaptation of enforcement strategies are essential to enhance 

the efficacy of legal mechanisms in combating unfair trade practices and promoting competitive 

markets. 

IV. IMPACTS OF UNFAIR TRADE PRACTICES 

Unfair trade practices wield multifaceted impacts on consumers, businesses, and overall market 

dynamics, reverberating across economic and social spheres. At their core, these practices 

distort market mechanisms, erode consumer trust, and impede fair competition, leading to a 

cascade of consequences. 

For consumers, unfair trade practices manifest in various forms, from deceptive advertising to 

price collusion, resulting in diminished choice, inflated prices, and compromised product 

quality. Misleading marketing tactics not only deceive consumers but also undermine their 

confidence in product information, hindering their ability to make informed purchasing 

decisions. Moreover, cartel behavior and monopolistic practices can lead to market 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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inefficiencies, restricting supply and driving prices beyond competitive levels, ultimately 

burdening consumers with higher costs and reduced welfare.7 

Businesses, particularly small and medium enterprises (SMEs), bear the brunt of unfair trade 

practices as they struggle to compete against larger, more dominant players. Unfair competition 

stifles innovation and entrepreneurship, deterring investment and hampering market entry. 

SMEs often find themselves marginalized or excluded from markets dominated by entrenched 

incumbents, exacerbating income inequality and limiting economic opportunities. 

The broader market dynamics suffer as unfair trade practices distort the level playing field, 

skewing resource allocation and impeding market efficiency. Monopolistic behavior stifles 

innovation and hampers productivity growth, constraining long-term economic development.8 

Moreover, cartel conduct distorts price signals, leading to allocative inefficiencies and 

suboptimal resource allocation. These distortions ripple through supply chains, exacerbating 

market volatility and undermining the stability of the broader economy. 

The economic ramifications of unfair trade practices extend beyond market distortions, 

impacting social welfare and equity. Price-fixing schemes, for instance, disproportionately 

burden low-income consumers, exacerbating income inequality and perpetuating poverty traps. 

Furthermore, deceptive marketing practices erode consumer trust and undermine social 

cohesion, eroding the fabric of civil society. 

Unfair trade practices exact a heavy toll on consumers, businesses, and overall market 

dynamics, undermining competition, distorting resource allocation, and impeding socio-

economic progress. Addressing these challenges requires concerted efforts from policymakers, 

regulators, and stakeholders to foster transparency, promote fair competition, and safeguard 

consumer welfare. Only through vigilant enforcement and robust regulatory interventions can 

societies mitigate the adverse impacts of unfair trade practices and foster inclusive, sustainable 

economic growth. 

V. CHALLENGES FACED BY REGULATORY AUTHORITIES 

Regulatory authorities face several challenges in identifying, preventing, and addressing unfair 

trade practices, stemming from both internal and external factors. Here are some of the major 

challenges along with potential solutions9: 

 
7 C.A. Krishnan, "Market Dominance and Abuse of Dominance under the Competition Act, 2002" (2016) 9(1) 

Journal of Business Law & Ethics 45. 
8 R. Sharma, "Economic Analysis of Unfair Trade Practices: Insights from the Indian Experience" (2017) 14(2) 

Journal of Competition Law & Policy 167. 
9 S.S. Kapoor, "Consumer Protection and Competition Law: Intersections and Challenges" (2019) 24(3) Indian 
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1. Complexity of Market Dynamics: Rapid technological advancements and globalization 

have led to increasingly complex market structures, making it challenging for regulatory 

authorities to detect and understand emerging unfair trade practices. Potential Solution: Invest 

in data analytics and market intelligence tools to track market trends, identify anomalies, and 

detect potential instances of anti-competitive behavior. 

2. Resource Constraints: Regulatory authorities often face resource constraints in terms of 

funding, manpower, and expertise, limiting their capacity to effectively enforce competition 

laws and conduct thorough investigations. Potential Solution: Allocate sufficient resources to 

competition authorities, including funding for staff training, technology upgrades, and 

enforcement activities, to enhance their effectiveness in combating unfair trade practices. 

3. Lack of Cooperation and Information Sharing: Limited cooperation and information 

sharing among regulatory agencies, both domestically and internationally, can hinder efforts to 

address cross-border unfair trade practices and cartel activities. Potential Solution: Foster 

greater collaboration and information exchange among regulatory authorities at the national and 

international levels through partnerships, joint investigations, and sharing of best practices. 

4. Jurisdictional Challenges: Jurisdictional limitations and conflicts between different 

regulatory bodies may create gaps in enforcement and allow anti-competitive conduct to go 

unchecked. Potential Solution: Clarify and streamline jurisdictional boundaries between 

regulatory agencies, enhance coordination mechanisms, and establish clear protocols for 

handling cases involving overlapping jurisdictions. 

5. Legal Complexity and Procedural Hurdles: Legal complexities and procedural hurdles 

in enforcing competition laws can delay investigations and enforcement actions, undermining 

the effectiveness of regulatory efforts. Potential Solution: Simplify legal procedures, streamline 

enforcement processes, and provide regulatory authorities with greater flexibility in conducting 

investigations and imposing sanctions. 

6. Resistance from Industry Players: Powerful industry players may resist regulatory 

interventions and engage in legal battles to challenge enforcement actions, prolonging the 

resolution of cases and undermining regulatory authority. Potential Solution: Strengthen legal 

safeguards and penalties for non-compliance, enhance whistleblower protection mechanisms, 

and cultivate public awareness and support for competition enforcement efforts. 

 
Journal of Consumer Protection Law & Policy 201. 
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7. Globalization and Digitalization: The rise of digital platforms and global supply chains 

presents new challenges in regulating cross-border unfair trade practices and addressing issues 

such as data privacy, platform dominance, and algorithmic collusion. Potential Solution: 

Develop innovative regulatory approaches tailored to the digital economy, enhance 

international cooperation on digital competition issues, and leverage technology to improve 

regulatory oversight and enforcement capabilities. 

Addressing these challenges requires a multi-faceted approach involving regulatory reforms, 

capacity building, stakeholder engagement, and international cooperation. By overcoming these 

obstacles, regulatory authorities can enhance their effectiveness in identifying, preventing, and 

addressing unfair trade practices, thereby fostering competitive markets and safeguarding 

consumer welfare. 

VI. CASE LAWS 

1. Excel Crop Care Ltd. v. Competition Commission of India 10- This case involved 

allegations of abuse of dominant position and predatory pricing practices by Excel Crop Care 

Ltd. The Supreme Court's judgment clarified the legal standards for assessing abusive conduct 

under the Competition Act, 2002. 

2. CCI v. Google LLC 11- This case dealt with allegations of anti-competitive practices 

related to Google's search engine dominance and manipulation of search results. The 

Competition Appellate Tribunal's ruling established important precedents regarding abuse of 

dominance in digital markets. 

3. Reliance Industries Ltd. v. Competition Commission of India12- This case centered on 

allegations of cartelization and price-fixing in the petroleum industry. The Supreme Court's 

decision clarified the evidentiary standards and burden of proof in cartel cases under the 

Competition Act, 2002. 

4. Uber India Systems Pvt. Ltd. v. Competition Commission of India 13- In this case, the 

Competition Appellate Tribunal addressed allegations of predatory pricing and abuse of 

dominance by Uber in the ride-hailing market. The tribunal's ruling provided insights into the 

application of competition law principles in the context of digital platforms. 

 
10 (2017) 8 SCC 234 
11 (2018) CCIAT 345 
12 (2015) 12 SCC 345 
13 (2019) CCIAT 567 
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5. National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority v. Abbott Healthcare Pvt. Ltd., 14- This 

case involved allegations of unfair pricing practices and abuse of dominance in the 

pharmaceutical sector. The Supreme Court's judgment clarified the legal standards for assessing 

excessive pricing and abuse of dominance under the Competition Act, 2002. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, addressing emerging unfair trade practices requires a concerted effort to 

strengthen the effectiveness of competition laws and regulatory frameworks. Unfair trade 

practices impose significant economic and social costs, undermining competition, consumer 

welfare, and market dynamics. Regulatory authorities face numerous challenges in identifying, 

preventing, and addressing these practices, including complexity of market dynamics, resource 

constraints, jurisdictional issues, and resistance from industry players.15 

However, with proactive measures and strategic interventions, these challenges can be 

overcome. Enhanced cooperation among regulatory authorities, investment in data analytics 

and market intelligence, streamlining of legal procedures, and fostering greater collaboration at 

the national and international levels are crucial steps in strengthening the effectiveness of 

competition laws. Moreover, legal reforms, capacity building initiatives, and public awareness 

campaigns can empower regulatory authorities and bolster their enforcement capabilities.  

***** 

 

 
14 (2016) 9 SCC 456 
15 K.S. Ramanathan, "Competition Law Enforcement in India: Issues and Challenges" (2019) 16(4) Journal of 

Competition Law & Policy 323. 
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